
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Wed. 11 May 2022 

Compiled Wed. 11 May 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.‖ 

 

Global Currency Reset Completion on Wed. 11 May 2022? 

Biden Out, Trump in by Mon. 16 May 2022? 

“Over the course of the next several days you will realize that we are taking back our great 

country from the evil tyrants that wish to destroy this last remaining refuge of shining light. 

“On POTUS’ order, we have initiated certain fail-safes to safeguard the public from the 

primary fallout, initiating 11.3 upon the arrest announcement [actionable 11.4]. 

“On POTUS’ order, temporary military control and special ops will be carried out. 

“The Emergency Broadcast System will activate to direct message all citizens.” 

2,000 Mules: Election Fraud 2020 - What Happened? | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 

A True Patriot Possesses the Heart of a Lion and the Spirit of a Dove. 

 

“Follow the Sun” 

New Year's Special (January 1, 2017) - #4555 Music & the Spoken Word 

(thetabernaclechoir.org) 

We can begin each new day determined to follow the Sun, to look to the Light, to focus our best 

efforts on those things of greatest worth. In this way, even if something about our circumstances 

seems to put us at a disadvantage, even if conditions seem hostile, we can have Sunshine in our 

Soul – today and every day. 

Judy Note:  

 Supreme Court Considering Overturning 2020 Election Due to Voter Fraud in all 

50 States. Trump in, Biden out by Mon. 16 May? 2,000 Mules: Election Fraud 2020 - 

What Happened? | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mass Arrests Imminent. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/05/watch-now-2000-mules-election-fraud-2020-3628390.html
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 Emergency Broadcast System to be Activated. 

 Fall of the Cabal Parts 1-10 Full Documentary: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/kNS1mw1jmjpt/ 

 On the Global Currency Reset: Tier 4B was expected to be notified to set 

redemption/exchange appointments somewhere from the middle of this week to Sun. 15 

May.  

 On Tues. 10 May Bruce indicated Tier4B should be notified at the same time Bond 

Holders get access to their funds, which was now scheduled for Wed. 11 May 

afternoon, with appointments beginning immediately thereafter. 

 Stock Market was Crashing. 

 COVID-19 Vaccine Producer Hid Evidence of Problems: 

https://resistthemainstream.org/covid-19-vaccine-producer-hid-evidence-of-problems-

report 

 Pfizer Documents: Over 1,200 People Died During Pfizer Vaccine Trials: "Following 

the release of the Pfizer documents, it‘s now confirmed that 1,223 people died within the 

first 28 days after being inoculated with the BioNTech Pfizer vaccine during trials — and 

it was still approved for use: https://phmpt.org/pfizers-documents/ 

 Increase in Mysterious Hepatitis Cases in Children After Vaccine Jab: 

https://resistthemainstream.org/what-parents-need-to-know-about-the-increase-in-

mysterious-hepatitis-cases-in-children/?utm_source=telegram 

 From new Pfizer data: "270 pregnant women have been tested, 238 jumped off for 

unknown reasons. Of the 32 remaining, only 1 baby was born alive. Others are various 

cases of spontaneous abortion and fetal death." https://phmpt.org/pfizers-documents/ 

 Proof That Rothschilds Patented Covid-19 Biometric Tests in 2015 and 2017. Both 

were filed and updated years ago, but they were scheduled to be made public in 

September 2020. This is sufficient evidence that they knew in 2015 what‟s going to 

happen in September 2020! Proof That Rothschilds Patented Covid-19 Biometric Tests 

in 2015 and 2017. First Registration: Netherlands, Oct. 13, 2015 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 On Tues. 3 May the IMF, DIS, World Bank, World Trade Organization and other 

agencies told Iraq that they had permission to revalue their Dinar.  

 On Wed. 4 May 2022 and in a Shotgun Start, the new Quantum Financial System 

began syncing every bank and country‘s currency in the World to revalue into a 

Gold/Asset-backed System, plus Tiers 1 and 2 were paid out. 

 On Sat. 7 May the Iraqi Dinar revalued. 

 This past weekend 209 nations‘ currencies went gold-backed and revalued those 

currencies at a 1:1 with each other. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/kNS1mw1jmjpt/
https://resistthemainstream.org/covid-19-vaccine-producer-hid-evidence-of-problems-report
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 On Sun. 8 May Prosperity Packages and Fines and Penalties were to complete payouts 

(though may not be liquid), plus the new rates were locked in. 

 Tier 4B was expected to be notified to set redemption/exchange appointments 

somewhere from the middle of this week or by Sun. 15 May. Bruce said it would 

happen on Wed. afternoon 11 May. 

 Please keep in mind that in the Global Currency Reset, absolutely no one would be privy 

to the exact time and date of Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) notification. It would be 

decided by the Military Alliance‘s Quantum Computer after an analysis of world events 

and how such impacted security of The People of the Globe. 

B. Tues. 10 May 2022 The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456# 

Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) should be notified at the same time Bond Holders get access 

to their funds, which was scheduled for tomorrow afternoon Wed. 11 May. 

Appointments should start immediately thereafter. 

Public exchanges at the new rates could begin on Mon. 16 May. 

On Zim Redemption: 

 50% of monies is taken from Mother Lode Account and put in your Primary Account. 

 Interest is earned on monies in your Primary Account. 

 That interest is what is used for your Humanitarian Projects. 

 You will have 5-8 min. to do your Humanitarian Project (s) presentation. 

C. My fellow Americans, 

―Over the course of the next several days you will undoubtedly realize that we are taking back 

our great country [the land of the free] from the evil tyrants that wish to do us harm and destroy 

the last remaining refuge of shining light. 

―On POTUS‟ order, we have initiated certain fail-safes that shall safeguard the public from the 

primary fallout which is slated to occur 11.3 upon the arrest announcement [actionable 11.4]. 

―Confirmation [to the public] of what is occurring will then be revealed and will not be 

openly accepted. Public riots are being organized in serious numbers in an effort to prevent the 

arrest and capture of more senior public officials. 

―On POTUS‟ order, a state of temporary military control will be actioned and special ops 

carried out. False leaks have been made to retain several within the confines of the United States 

to prevent extradition and special operator necessity. 

http://www.thebigcall.net/


―Rest assured, the safety and well-being of every man, woman, and child of this country is 

being exhausted in full. However, the atmosphere within the country will unfortunately be 

divided as so many have fallen for the corrupt and evil narrative that has long been broadcast. 

“We will be initiating the Emergency Broadcast System [EMS] during this time in an effort 

to provide a direct message [avoiding the fake news] to all citizens. 

“Organizations and/or people that wish to do us harm during this time will be met with 

swift fury – certain laws have been pre-lifted to provide our great military the necessary 

authority to handle and conduct these operations [at home and abroad]. 

…Q 34, Q Clearance Patriot 

D. Restored Republic: 

 Fall of the Cabal Parts 1-10 Full Documentary: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/kNS1mw1jmjpt/ 

 Justin Castro, Chrystia Freeland, Jill Biden and others had fled to Ukraine before the 

collapse of the KM (Ukraine was the capitol of the Deep State). 

 Sun. 15 May: A-ROCK-ALYPTIC NASA reveals 1,600ft asteroid bigger than MOST 

buildings will make ‗close approach‘ in six days, or on Sun. 15 May. https://www.the-

sun.com/tech/5298606/nasa-asteroid-close-approach-388945-2008-tz3/ 

 Mon. 16 May: JFKAwakeningQ17: I can only tell you that destructive information 

will be shared here on this channel exactly one week after today (or on Mon. 16 

May), confirming that President Trump is the legitimate President and the Biden Regime 

will fall as expected. You have two choices - To believe before you see - or to see and 

believe. You know the definition of faith. You know what we can do. If you are one of us 

- share this channel with everyone you know. https://t.me/JFKAwakenlngQ17 

 The Supreme Court Justices of the United States (POTUS) were presently 

considering overturning the 2020 Presidential Election due to massive Fraud found 

in every state. 

 Release of “2000 Mules” 2020 Election Fraud: 2000 MULES BY DINESH D‘SOUZA 

DOCUMENTARY  - best news here   https://www.truethevote.org/release-2000-mules-

expose-the-truth-then-pull-the-ripcord/ http://t.me/donaldtrumpoffice 

E. Tues. 10 May President Q: Office 45; mystery solved; they are alive; Kennedy; Q World 

Order restart; Name: Donald; Last Name: Trump; President Q; 45; I am Q Here with you. 

F. Whiplash347: This is Protocol 19 to 20. 

 The Full & Complete Merging to Quantum Systems. 

 The NDA expires on September 11 2022. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/kNS1mw1jmjpt/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5298606/nasa-asteroid-close-approach-388945-2008-tz3/
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https://www.truethevote.org/release-2000-mules-expose-the-truth-then-pull-the-ripcord/
http://t.me/donaldtrumpoffice


 I‟m praying that with the Black Swan Event the NDA will lift with it because of 

DECLAS. 

 I always said CRASH before DECLAS: Crash the Old System before we Declas the 

New and Suppressed. 

 Think Logically: Precipice, Destruction before Global Economic Security And 

Reformation Act + Quantum Technologies. 

 After Protocol 20 will be 21 & 22: Algorand & Iota [Special stuff- Cures, Space etc] 

Metals then Space. Quantum GESARA, Quantum connected. 

 9-11-22 is Protocol 20 full merging to the Quantum Systems. 

 I do believe Black Swan Event forcing Protocol 19 earlier speeds everything up. 

 [A]pril Showers MOAB, MOAB = Global Currency Reset (1950's) + Precious Metal 

Standard + Quantum Gesara + DECLAS of Everything on Earth.  

 May Flowers, June 8 - Protocol 19 Edward Snowden is appearing at a blockchain 

summit June 9 in US. 

 By Speeding up Protocol 19 then 20 will be too. 

G. The Real News for Tues. 10 May 2022: 

 A professor has exposed Colgate toothpaste as a dangerous substance to use and 

makes an appropriate public warning. Fluoride in toothpaste is a slow poison that 

destroys the immune system and even causes cancer. Fluoride also has a huge impact on 

the work of the pineal gland, which is responsible for our connection with subtle matters 

and spiritual development. 

 Hand written notes from Peter Strzok disclosed by the Department of Justice in 

federal court yesterday show that the operation against Michael Flynn was ordered 

by President Barak Obama and Vice President Joe Biden in the Oval Office on Jan. 5 

2017. This is Treason. 

 Satanic Temple to argue abortion is a ritual in legal challenges: 

https://twitter.com/foxnews/status/1523857955074019331?s=21 

 Australia: Breaking news! Australian Northern T CM Gunner has resigned!!! Best 

news… White Hats in control, open your eyes people, we are winning. 

https://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/perfect-time-to-step-back-michael-gunner-resigns-

as-northern-territory-chief-minister/9hbyhyk1e 

 Here's Where SCOTUS Stands on Roe v. Wade After Backlash Following Draft 

Leak: https://resistthemainstream.org/heres-where-scotus-stands-on-roe-v-wade-after-

backlash-following-draft-leak/?utm_source=telegram 

 World Doctor Alliance: The government admits that in order to meet the Paris 

Agreement they needed to spray the sky with chemicals that reflect sunlight. Who in hell 

gives them the right to block out our sun? 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/geo-engineering-research-the-government-
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s-view/uk-governments-view-on-greenhouse-gas-removal-technologies-and-solar-

radiation-management 

 "The proposed global rollout of Vaccine Passports has nothing to do with your health. 

Vaccine Passports are a Trojan horse being used to create a completely new type of 

controlled and surveillance society in which the freedom we enjoy today will be a distant 

memory. It's time to stop this plan in its tracks." This Pivotal Moment - Episode 1 - 

YouTube Lawyer Dr. Reiner Fuellmich 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TFKkbj01NQ 

 Ad-hoc 24 of the Investigative Committee. Interview with Andrew Napuat & John 

Salong. We spoke with two members of parliament from Vanuatu, a remote island nation 

in the South Pacific, and gained some very interesting insights into the Corona related 

situation there as well as well as the gaps in the official narrative that are relevant for all 

of us. Ad-hoc 24: Interview with Andrew Napuat & John Salong (odysee.com) 

 Sadhguru looks at the history of Freemasonry and what people refer to as Illuminati 

today: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IeS4kGiInW4 

 World's First Outer Space Hotel Scheduled to Open in 2025: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/future-space-worlds-first-outer-space-hotel-

scheduled-open-2025-video 

 The embattled Head of the UN Office for Project Services resigns amid probe into 

the agency‟s questionable loans: https://www.devex.com/news/unops-chief-resigns-

amid-probe-into-agency-s-questionable-loans-103196/amp 

 Today Tues. 10 May 2022, the Department of Energy (DOE) announced America‟s 

Blueprint for the Quantum Internet. When developed with DOE‘s National Labs and 

private sector partners, the Quantum Internet will offer a world of new possibilities and 

opportunities. 

 In February, I wrote in The Hill that under President Donald Trump‟s leadership 

and spearheaded by DOE‟s national labs, we are one step closer to a completely 

secure internet. The Quantum Internet will one day connect computers that can solve 

challenges of incredible complexity, enabling a faster flow of information and opening up 

entirely new areas of scientific research and economic development.                                                                                                                                           

https://www.energy.gov/articles/quantum-internet-future-here 

 Russia‟s video platform "Rutube" offline for the second day after a Cyber Attack 

knocked it out just hours before it was to stream the Victory Day parade in Moscow. 

 13 Bloodlines: https://www.bitchute.com/video/uzCY8Tz1akSz/ 

 Australia 2022 Election: https://rumble.com/v145jez-the-most-controversial-interview-

of-the-2022-australian-federal-election-9t.html 

H. The Real News that Should Be, But Never Made the Headlines: 

 Pelosi-Owned Programming That Threw Election to Biden Was Before the Supreme 

Court | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 
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 Biden, Obama, Clinton, Pelosi Tied to Voter Fraud, Child Trafficking? | Politics | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Trump Win Validated by Quantum Blockchain System Recount of Votes | Politics | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Biden Elected President of a Defunct US Inc. Via Voter Fraud | Politics | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Trump Said to Have Won, Democratic Biden Camp Said Charged With Voter Fraud | 

Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

I. International Child Sex, Adrenochrome and Organ Harvesting Trafficking: 

 Australia: Children were used as lab rats at government run children‘s homes in 

Australia and were preyed upon by high profile pedophiles. 

 Stephen Masters: ―I have even been speaking out about Daruk boys home which was a 

government owned & operated institution. The filthy government was operating a Satanic 

VIP Pedophile Ring inside of Daruk where boys were being sex trafficked to different 

locations including Costello‘s club and Kings Cross.  

 This was the very same Satanic Pedophile Ring that included politicians, judges, 

lawyers & priests. John Marsden, was very connected to Costello‘s & Marsden was Ivan 

Milat‘s personal friend & lawyer. Ivan Milat was sourcing and disposing of victims for 

the Satanic Pedophile Ring that was operating out of Costello‘s & Daruk Boys as well as 

other known institutions.  

 It‟s a massive web of filth & it needs to be fully investigated. We the surviving victims 

need honest reporting on the atrocities that had taken place in this government run 

institution. They must be held fully accountable.‖ 

 Disney World Florida Sub tunnel destroyed. Major flooding (hidden MSM reports) 

still Happening Disney World. Disney World had it‘s own laws and government. The 

land was bought by CIA/ Vatican/ Rothchilds/ Mossad. Military still going through 

evidence of clone factory. 

 1,600 suspects in sting op on online chat groups where child porn & zoophilia 

materials were distributed: https://www.rt.com/news/530153-german-police-sting-

child-pornography/ 

 Oak Creek Police Investigate Human Trafficking, Arrest 53 People: 

https://patch.com/wisconsin/oakcreek/oak-creek-police-investigate-human-trafficking-

arrest-53-people 

 38 Arrested in Child Trafficking Crackdown: https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-

areas/border-security/38-arrested-in-child-trafficking-crackdown/ 

 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/satanic-temple-will-argue-abortion-

religious-ritual-legal-challenges/ 
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 Gianna Jessen, abortion survivor, speaks at Queen's Hall, Parliament House, Victoria 

(Australia), on the eve of the debate to decriminalize abortion in Victoria: 

youtube.com/watch?v=g26YP5F93Lw 

J. 2020 Election Fraud: 

 Missouri Senate Passes Election Integrity Bill — Bans Drop Boxes, Ballot Harvesting 

and Zuckerbucks – Requires Photo ID for Voting. 

K. Russia/Ukraine War (Russia White Hats vs. US Deep State): 

 The United States only has money left for military assistance to Ukraine until the 

third week of May," - Pentagon spokesman John Kirby. Only about $100 million is left 

to fund Ukraine, he said, which is why the Biden administration earlier asked Congress to 

pass an additional $33 billion aid package. So far, this money has not been allocated.  

"Therefore, we urge Congress to act quickly," Kirby said. 

L. Global Financial Crisis: 

 Nearly $400 million in crypto liquidations the past 24 hours. Don't use leverage, 

folks. https://twitter.com/GoldTelegraph_/status/1523365080989339649 

 Upon completion of the Global Currency Reset Bitcoin, Crypto and other digital 

assets on the Market would be worth nothing unless gold-backed. 

 Whiplash347: Retail Traders have now lost all the money they gained during the 

Pandemic according to Morgan Stanley. I told you it was a major flag when Federal 

Reserve insiders could no longer buy/sell stocks. 

https://twitter.com/GoldTelegraph_/status/1523688627481759744 

 Whiplast347: I have said that the new Stock Market was being built on Stellar. Dstoq is 

the technology that will make it happen. They are calling it the People‘s Market. The 

current Stock Markets are being brought down because they launder Children. Robert 

David Steele told you. The Stock Market is heavily corrupt and manipulated, so let‘s go 

with the term The New People‘s Stock Market. You should all be getting those emails 

now. 

 The New People's Market or Digital Commodity Exchange Market is the new terms 

but when you figure in Dstoq Technology adding Company Stocks to Tokens, we have 

brand new Stock Markets on a level Playing Field for all. This was what Donald J. Trump 

meant. The Revaluation of all currencies will take place on there, too. Not all can be done 

via paper. 

 Serious „Ripple‟ Warning After Massive $400 Billion Crypto Crash Suddenly 

Plunges Bitcoin, Ethereum, BNB, XRP, Solana, Cardano, Terra‟s Luna And 

Avalanche Into Free Fall. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2022/05/09/serious-ripple-warning-after-
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massive-400-billion-crypto-crash-suddenly-plunges-bitcoin-ethereum-bnb-xrp-solana-

cardano-terras-luna-and-avalanche-into-free-fall/?sh=3ec39f741359 

M. Protests: 

 Philipines Freedom Rally! Patriots Worldwide Are Showing Up! More Patriots Than 

What We Know! https://t.me/australiaoneparty_official/2668 

N. Covid/Vax Hoax: 

 7-Year-Old Boy Dies from Heart Attack After Pfizer Injection. On 16 February 2022, 

a 7-year-old boy in Seattle Washington died from a heart attack with blood clots in his 

coronary artery and liver. https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/05/10/7-year-old-boy-dies-from-

pfizer-injection/ 

 COVID-19 Vaccine Producer Hid Evidence of Problems: 

https://resistthemainstream.org/covid-19-vaccine-producer-hid-evidence-of-problems-

report 

 Pfizer Documents: Over 1,200 People Died During Pfizer Vaccine Trials: "Following 

the release of the Pfizer documents, it‘s now confirmed that 1,223 people died within the 

first 28 days after being inoculated with the BioNTech Pfizer vaccine during trials — and 

it was still approved for use: https://phmpt.org/pfizers-documents/ 

 What Parents Need to Know About the Increase in Mysterious Hepatitis Cases in 

Children: https://resistthemainstream.org/what-parents-need-to-know-about-the-

increase-in-mysterious-hepatitis-cases-in-children/?utm_source=telegram 

 From new Pfizer data: "270 pregnant women have been tested, 238 jumped off for 

unknown reasons. Of the 32 remaining, only 1 baby was born alive. Others are various 

cases of spontaneous abortion and fetal death." https://phmpt.org/pfizers-documents/ 

 Proof That Rothschilds Patented Covid-19 Biometric Tests in 2015 and 2017. Both 

were filed and updated years ago, but they were scheduled to be made public in 

September 2020. This is sufficient evidence that they knew in 2015 what‟s going to 

happen in September 2020! Proof That Rothschilds Patented Covid-19 Biometric Tests 

in 2015 and 2017. First Registration: Netherlands, Oct. 13, 2015 

O. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages: 

 Ukraine Shuts Off All European Natural Gas: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/breaking-news-urgent-

ukraine-shuts-off-all-european-natural-gas 

 The nationwide baby formula shortage is getting worse. At retailers across the U.S., 

40% of the top-selling baby formula products were out of stock as of late last month. It is 

NOT a shortage but a cleanup and they were highly toxic. They even put fluoride and 

calcium added in baby water bottles they sell at grocery. They are poisoning us since 
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we're babies. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/baby-formula-shortage-worse-ration-limit-

purchase-walgreens-target-cvs/ 

P. Russian/Ukrainian War: 

 Ukrainian armed formations continue to use hospitals, residential buildings, churches, 

kindergartens and health camps, schools and other civilian facilities to shelter combat 

units and deploy weapons: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/23178 

Q. World Events: 

 SOROS has not been seen for months... His kids publicly divide his future. He's only 

an internet front now representing Rockefellers agenda: WEF, Davos. The last speech he 

gave was suppose to be from Davos, but it was revealed that the filmed video was from 

Francisco (previously filmed in summer). 

 China/ Taiwan have reached a secret agreement to reunify Taiwan and China and 

work together. Taiwan will keep their armed forces, democracy and have their own 

elections. Japan will not get involved in a fake war. Taiwan will help manage China 

(attempts to create a war in China will fail. The Deep State Cabal Rothschilds who owe 

another 23 trillion to Asian Cabal leaders, were in a panic. They didn‘t repay on the Jan. 

1 deadline. That‘s part of the reason for the pushed war in Ukraine and China. Rothschild 

families were selling off their holdings.  

 After the Kazakhstan infiltration of the country, attempt to create vaccines passes 

and control food, Putin had had enough. The Kazakhstan people revolted with the help 

of the Russian military Intel and ops they kicked out the DAVOS Group installed 

corporations and leaders . That was one of the reasons Putin could not wait on Ukraine as 

Davos/ HRC/ Obama Deep State group next eyed Ukraine to unleash bio-weapons that 

targeted Slavic ethnic groups.  

 George Bush was the head in creating implementing/ creating bio-weapons (project 

for new American Century) that targeted certain ethnic groups such as Slavic and help 

create SARS to target Chinese and Asian ethnic groups, but the human immune system 

recovered far faster than expected. (Bird flu, Ebola, SARS were bio-weapons). 

 Expect Russia to declassify servers data evidence on Ukraine Bio-weapons Lab and 

Nuclear dealings (creating nuclear bombs from sourced Middle East Deep State 

Operators).  

 The tides are turning on the Switzerland Deep State operations that were controlled 

from lake Geneva. Special US Military Forces have trained the Switz Military Forces on 

how to surround the encampment and bring down their own Deep State Operations and 

CIA bases. 

 The Fukushima Event was caused by Deep State Military operations guided by the 

Rothschilds. The day after the Fukushima Melt down Netanyahu called the leader of 

Japan and threatened them/ extortion for money. He wanted Japan to move over 40 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/baby-formula-shortage-worse-ration-limit-purchase-walgreens-target-cvs/
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million people to North Korea. The Rothschilds wanted to set up a New World Order 

State with hundreds of MSM news outlets and gatherings to hear the Japan leaders 

response to the Fukushima Event. Japan mentioned the extortion and threat to move 40 

million (but not one single news agency printed told the story. The power of the Kazarian 

Rothschilds easily silenced the media and outlets. Currently Netanyahu is in protective 

custody giving up information and servers. 

 Deep State vs. Deep State: A Deep State war vs. Deep State Regimes in Asia begins. 

The Middle East begins. The Rothschilds selling off their assets and holdings and not 

repaying their debts to other Elites is causing a ripple effect and war within. Several like 

Netanyahu, Ukrainian president, several African presidents, ect, are jumping ship and 

declassifying information. 

R. White Hat Intel: 

 Durham has four days remaining (to Fri. 13 May) to indict Michael Sussmann, the 

former federal prosecutor, which would expose the fake Russian ties and collusion story 

implemented by the Clintons, Obamas and fake FBI and CIA leaks. These whirlwind 

indictments would open Pandora's box to the Five Eyes Agencies into Treason, 2020 

stolen election and set up. 

 We are currently headed into the final act of the movie – a Near Death Civilization 

Event. It will get much darker for those who want evidence, proof and spoon feeding. 

 Markets were being robbed by Elites across the world. They know the collapse is 

imminent.  

 Ex-Goldman banker Roger Ng was convicted in a U.S. court in a case that was the 

largest heist in the history of the world. Ng financed wild parties and movies including 

The Wolf of Wall Street and several other Hollywood films. Ng stole money from the 

Malaysian people who were funding the 1MBD . 

 The trail of the money and more indictments were incoming. The Roger Ng 1MDB 

scandal was reaching the shores of several countries from Virgin Islands, US Delaware, 

to Germany and Europe. The corruption of hidden Shell companies and investment firms 

were under investigation and sealed indictments in many countries were being served. 

 Across the world in almost every country Elites and politicians were dumping Stock. 

They seemed not to care of Insider Trade Laws and prosecution as the normal fiat system 

would not return. 

 This was a long wait for the White Hats for a perfect opportunity to catch all the world 

Elites in several operations including the fiat collapse orchestrated by the Deep State 

Cabal and the heists of the Century taking place. 

 Even Pelosi dumped her stock and the Soros organizations were dumping billions. 

S. Fulford Report: https://t.me/BenjaminFulfordJournalist 

https://t.me/BenjaminFulfordJournalist


 "Despite the use of extreme repression, the G7 regimes controlled by the satanic 

mafia are mathematically doomed. The reason is financial. They made the fundamental 

mistake of believing that the numbers on the computers of financial institutions are real, 

not imaginary. That is why for the first time, as far as I remember, the G20 finance 

ministers did not make any statement after the meeting last week. If they were honest, 

they would have declared bankruptcy. IMF Director Kristalina Georgieva was close to 

such an admission at the meeting when she said: "We printed too much money and did 

not think about the unforeseen consequences. We behave like 8-year-olds playing 

football and chasing the ball."  

 As noted in the Zero Hedge article, since the bankruptcy of Lehman in 2008, the 

aggregate balance sheet of some major central banks has grown from just under $7 

trillion to $31 trillion (Fed + ECB + BOJ + PBOC, according to Yardini Research). The 

sharpest growth was observed in March 2020, when the assets of the Fed and the ECB 

soared. If the global conflict is of a financial nature, then the West has already lost it. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/era-financialized-fiat-dollar-standard-ending 

 The Fed has increased fiat "special drawing rights" by 209% since March 2020. 

Since GDP has not grown by 209% since then, all this money is fueling hyperinflation. 

History shows that hyperinflation always leads to regime change. Fed — US Reserve 

Assets, March 2022 (federalreserve.gov)  

 Even more disturbing for me as an Anglo-Saxon is that when the United States, 

Canada and England tried to leave the G20 in protest against Russia, no one 

followed them. Anglo-Saxon countries were respected all over the world because they 

advocated democracy, human rights, and sound economic management. I will never 

forget asking the former head of MI6: "We used to be good guys, what happened?". His 

answer was: "The Satanic Mafia." For, like a caterpillar infected with a parasitic wasp, 

the governments of these countries are captured by satanic bandits. Thus, the politicians 

and military of the West, contrary to the interests of their own people, were directed to 

the implementation of a project to turn the entire planet into a giant livestock farm. They 

have taken over the governments of most Western countries through murder, bribery, 

blackmail and lies. It was directed against the top of the elite. Understanding that the 

problem is at the very top is also the key to overthrowing the representatives of the cult. 

Like a pimple, if you press it from the bottom up, the pus comes out through the top.  

 Citizens should call their members of parliament and show them evidence of the 

crimes of people like Justin Castro (Justin Trudeau). Military personnel must climb 

the corporate ladder and do the same, present evidence to their superiors. Those who do 

not respond to this evidence will appear before us as traitors. The penalty for treason is 

death.  

 Here are some of the numerous proofs that can be used in the case of Canada: The 

election was sold out, and the votes don't really mean anything. It's all about who has the 

most influence or who pays the most dollars. This photo of Justin Castro with the 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/era-financialized-fiat-dollar-standard-ending


Dominion server and Alex Soros together is only a small part of the evidence of election 

theft, that is, treason. As if that wasn't enough, on April 14, 2022, Castro passed a law 

making children the property of the government under the guise of protecting them." 

 "You can feel the changes taking place, remember the situation two years ago and see: 

people are no longer afraid of the "elite", so the game has started," comments an 

employee of the Canadian secret service. All this is also reflected in the fact that Trudeau 

receives a "warm" welcome every time he is received by the Canadian people (or, for 

example, Draghi, Macron) Be sure that it is only a matter of time before they face the 

firing squad.  

 Similar hatred of the ruling class can be observed throughout the West. Remember 

the chant of "Let's Go Brandon", because of which Joe Biden could not appear in public.  

 Now let's look at the elections that were stolen in France. According to a CIA source, 

in exchange for agreeing to "lose," opposition candidate Marine Le Pen will receive "at 

least $300 million for her participation in the show." A trifle for the satanic mafia. That is 

why she is seen smiling after "losing" in a rigged election. Now the death sentence by 

hanging is inevitable for her. It will wipe the smile off her face.  

 "Tonight in Paris, the winner of the apparent election fraud does not look at all like 

the real (Macron)," writes a British source in MI6. Fake leaders like him are "hidden in 

a kind of vault, where a lot of evidence is collected against each of them." The mafia is 

like the mafia — it uses fear to divide and rule," the source said.  

 Riots against the criminal regime have already begun in France. "I think that the 

struggle is no longer at the ballot box. Today, these elections are largely discredited, so it 

has become necessary to shift the fight to other fronts," said Gabriel Vergne, a 19—year-

old student at the elite Sciences-Po University, reflecting the opinion of the majority of 

the French. https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/neither-macron-nor-le-pen-rallying-

cry-disillusioned-french-students-2022-04-14 

 We understand that at first glance everything looks pretty gloomy, and many are 

wondering where are the White Hats? According to CIA sources, a long list of mafia 

leaders who "tested positive for coronavirus" is a sign that they have been arrested." 

 While the Western world is distracted by an almost non-stop barrage of reports 

about Ukraine, important events in other countries are insufficiently covered or 

ignored. Perhaps the biggest event is what is happening in Pakistan and Afghanistan 

right now. A new opium war has begun here. When the Taliban government, in 

coordination with China and Pakistan, announced the cessation of poppy production, the 

heroin-producing branch of the Satanic mafia went on the warpath.  

 According to the UN, more than 9,000 tons of opium are produced annually in 

Afghanistan. In terms of the street price of $30 per gram, this means a turnover of $270 

billion for the deep state. So that's 270 billion reasons to overthrow leaders like Pakistani 

President Imran Khan who oppose opium production. This is the real reason why US 

Deputy Secretary of State Donald Lu was sent to tell the Pakistani establishment that 

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/neither-macron-nor-le-pen-rallying-cry-disillusioned-french-students-2022-04-14
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"Imran Khan must lose the vote of no confidence, otherwise Pakistan will face the 

consequences."  

 It seems that this is also the true reason for the recent visit of the last avatar of Bill 

Gates to Pakistan. He probably bribed a number of generals and politicians in Pakistan 

to overthrow the government of Imran Khan. The problem is that very little of this opium 

and heroin money actually ends up in the hands of Afghans or Pakistanis. That is why the 

largest demonstrations in the country's history took place in Pakistan. Moreover, there is 

now an open war between the Taliban and the Pakistani military. The Chinese also 

blocked the flow of money to Pakistan (https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/china-

hesitates-on-bailing-out-sinking-ships-sri-lanka-pakistan-2887151) after the drug mafia 

coup. China was unable to issue repeated loans totaling $4 billion, which Pakistan repaid 

at the end of March. This resulted in Pakistan losing a fifth of its electricity generation 

because it could not pay gas bills.  

 For this reason, Miftahm, the finance minister of the puppet of Prime Minister 

Ismail Sharif, said that the suspended negotiations with the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) will be resumed as a priority.  

 The problem is that Pakistan will not be able to pay for gas with the "ridiculous 

money" of the IMF. None of the major producers, including Russia, Qatar and Saudi 

Arabia, will no longer accept the money of the deep state. The Drug Enforcement 

Division of the US government will soon find out that whores, including political ones, 

will not give honey if you do not give money. Fake Islamists planting bombs in 

Afghanistan will not pay the bills. 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/04/22/world/taliban-vows-crackdown-isis-violence-

surges-afghanistan/ 

 We are also seeing instability in China, especially in Shanghai, where mass blocking 

has been going on for more than a month. This lock seems to have two dimensions. First, 

President Xi Jinping has just put forward his candidacy for an unprecedented third term 

as head of state of China, which will take place at the end of this year. Former President 

Jiang Zemin, whose base is located in Shanghai, vehemently opposes this. So it looks like 

a crackdown by Xi's supporters. The fact that residents have been told to hand over their 

passports (https://www.rfa.org/english/news/china/passports-04202022123626.html) 

"before the end of the pandemic" also suggests a purge.  

 But it also looks like an economic war against the fictitious Joe Biden regime, as the 

lockdown has the effect of choking off Chinese exports to the US. In the United States, 

the volume of cargo traffic in West Coast ports has already decreased by 4.5% this week, 

which was the seventh consecutive week of decline in cargo traffic." 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/global-shipping-update-china-about-wreck-your-

summer 

T. Must Watch Videos: 
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 Tues. 10 May Situation Update: https://rumble.com/v149eh5-situation-update-

51022.html 

 2,000 Mules: Election Fraud 2020 - What Happened? | Opinion - Conservative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 X22Report: The Patriots Are Ready To Unleash Hell! You‘ll Know When! Be Ready! - 

Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 JIM WILLIE ; INSIDER UPDATES - Economic COLLAPSE | Economy | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 9 May 2022 Situation Update: Situation Update: Trump Was Right About 

Everything! 2000 Mules Irrefutable Evidence Trump Won! Biden Democrats Massive 

Corruption! Executive VP Pfizer Arrested! - We The People News | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Benjamin Fulford: ―Justin Castro, Chrystia Freeland, Jill Biden and Others Flee to 

Ukraine as KM Collapse Continues‖ (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 New ShariRaye: New White Hat May Intel! Elon Musk Not Elon Musk - Who Really 

Owns Twitter? | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

U. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill‟s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc‘s 

CIA, Queen Elizabeth‘s, Illuminati Banking families‘ and Vatican‘s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice 

Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded 

by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It‘s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖ 

V. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff‘s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 
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General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There‘s certainly no help from US or other nation‘s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of  

thousands of children on a regular basis. 

W. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
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Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

X. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

Y. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
https://trafficking.help/us/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/actionline
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of May 10, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 9, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 9, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 7, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 6, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 6, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 5, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 5, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 4, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 4, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 3, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 3, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 2, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 2, 2022 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/10/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-may-10-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/09/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-may-9-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/09/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-may-9-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/07/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-may-7-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/06/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-may-6-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/06/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-may-6-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/05/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-may-5-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/05/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-may-5-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/04/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-may-4-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/04/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-may-4-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/03/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-may-3-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/03/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-may-3-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/02/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-may-2-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/05/02/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-may-2-2022/

